Maritime

- Australia is responsible for one of the world’s largest exclusive economic zones, and is highly dependent on maritime trade.
- The Indo-Pacific region has seen a rapid expansion and modernisation of maritime forces, potentially complicating Australia’s ability to protect its interests.
- The 2016 Defence White Paper laid the framework for the most ambitious plan to regenerate the Royal Australian Navy since the Second World War. The 2020 Force Structure Plan will enhance this even further.

CAPABILITY INVESTMENT – APPROXIMATELY $75 BILLION

Surface and Above Water Combat
Continue to acquire nine Hunter Class Frigates, advanced maritime strike and surface-to-air weapons, and remotely-piloted aerial systems. New investment in precision strike, rationalisation of the support helicopter fleet, and the eventual replacement of the Hobart Class destroyer.

Undersea Combat and Surveillance
Continue to acquire 12 Attack Class submarines and upgrade the Collins Class submarines. A new integrated undersea surveillance system will improve Australia’s awareness of its undersea approaches.

Maritime Mine Warfare, Patrol and Geospatial
Continue investment in 12 Arafura Class offshore patrol vessels, and the partnership with the hydrographic industry. New investment in advanced maritime mines, six new Cape Class patrol boats, and up to eight new vessels optimised for mine countermeasures and hydrographic survey.

Maritime Combat Support and Amphibious Warfare
Continue with the acquisition of two Supply Class replenishment vessels, and upgrades to the Navy’s amphibious ships. New investment in two multi-role sealift and replenishment ships, replacement of the ADV Ocean Protector, and a new vessel to support the Pacific Step-Up.

Maritime Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Electronic Warfare
Continue to modernise maritime communications, the Nulka missile decoy, and electronic warfare systems. New investment in satellite communications, advanced networks, and acoustic analysis.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE INDUSTRY
More than 300 Australian companies are currently associated with the construction of the Offshore Patrol Vessels.
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